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Boston Motor Werks
Belmont, MA

“

The features of the Road Force® Elite are second
to none. We rely on StraightTrak® and the Road
Force® Measurement every day. Road Force® Elite
has also been worth the investment to keep our
customer’s wheels unmarked. With Hunter,
each job takes less time, less effort and much
less risk. Vibration complaints and comebacks
have all but disappeared with the
Road Force® Elite. "
Rob Hanna

Owner, Boston Motor Werks

Matthews Automotive
Salem, NY

“

We decided to invest in the Road Force® Elite
when we were having difficulty with our old
balancer chasing weights. With our old balancer,
we would waste time and weight trying to get the
assemblies balanced. These advancements
have made our shop more efficient and save
us time and labor. "
Adam Matthews

Owner, Matthews Automotive
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Gwinnett Wheel Repair
Norcross, GA

“

We know that the Road Force® Elite provides the
best balance our customers could get anywhere...
Using the Road Force® Elite to match-mount every
assembly, solves even the worst wheel vibrations.
The customers are perceptive to that, they know
they are getting the best possible balance. "
David Alago

Owner, Gwinnett Wheel Repair
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Let us know of your experience with
any of Hunter’s products or services.
Speak with your local Hunter Representative
or contact us directly at testimonials@hunter.com
See it in action at https://goo.gl/Eq9dz6

Check out other Hunter literature
for more detailed product information.
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